Haitian Heritage Bibliography

In celebration of Caribbean and Haitian Heritage Month, this collection of resources is to continue and spark the interest of any scholar sailing through Caribbean & West Indies histories. Listed titles highlight the importance of and historical events before, throughout and the immeasurable contributions of the Haitian Revolution and the Haitian community. Also included are iconic and notable Haitians Americans that contributed to the historical revolution, culture and community. Resources include visual and audio recordings or colorful music and inspirational narratives; physical and electronic sources provide scholars a grand overview of the historical and cultural impact of the Haitian American Community.

Sources include call numbers, for patrons to easily inquire and obtain resources. Auburn Avenue Research Library maintains non-circulating policies of its collection; however, patrons are able to utilize materials in-house. Suggested search terms and keywords are provided to further guide patron’s research amongst Auburn Avenue Research Library and the Atlanta-Fulton Public Library catalog and digital libraries.

Forrest R. Evans
Librarian II, Reference and Research
Forrest.Evans@fultoncountyga.gov

Audio/Visual Collection:
Aristide and the Endless Revolution
Douglas, Ross

Haiti's Hidden Treasures Part I
Dorsainvil, Patrick

Haiti's Hidden Treasures Part II
Dorsainvil, Patrick

The Disappearance of TiSoeur Haiti
Hirshorn, Harriet

Haiti An endless revolution
Rossier, Nicolas

The Devil's Daughter
McKinney, Nina Mae

Deported
Magloire, Rachèle

Black in Latin America
Gates, Henry Louis

DVD 972.94073 ARISTIDE 2006

DVD 917.29404 HAITIS 2004

DVD 917.29404 HAITIS 2009

F VHS 972.94 DISAPPEARANCE

DVD 972.94073 HAITI

VHS 791.43 DEVIL'S

DVD 364.34 DEPORTED

DVD 980.00496 BLACK
**Electronic Resources:**

*The zombie curse: a doctor's 25-year journey into the heart of the AIDS epidemic in Haiti*

**Author:** Fournier, Arthur M.  
**URL:** Click Here to display online Finding Aid


**Author:** The 27 Club (Atlanta, Ga)  
**URL:** Click Here to display online Finding Aid

**Books:**

*Haiti: The Aftershocks of History*

**Dubois, Laurent**  
**972.94 DUBOIS**

*American Uprising: The Untold Story of America's Largest Slave Revolt*

**Rasmussen, Daniel**  
**976.303 RASMUSSEN**

*The Haiti Exception: Anthropology and the Predicament of Narrative*

**Benedicty-Kokken, Alessandra**  
**972.94 HAITI**

*The Haitian Revolution and the Early United States: Histories, Textualities, Geographies*

**Dillon, Elizabeth Maddock**  
**780.89 REED**

*Diplomacy in Black and White: John Adams, Toussaint Louverture, and their Atlantic World Alliance*

**Johnson, Ronald Angelo**  
**327.73072 JOHNSON**

*Encountering Revolution: Haiti and the Making of the Early Republic*

**White, Ashli**  
**972.9403 WHITE**

*The Black Jacobins Reader*

**Forsdick, Charles**  
**972.9403 BLACK**

*The Black Radical Tragic: Performance, Aesthetics, and the Unfinished Haitian Revolution*
Glick, Jeremy Matthew                  809.9 GLICK

Negritude Agonistes, Assimilation Against Nationalism in the French-speaking Caribbean and Guyane
Filostrat, Christian 972.976004 FILOSTRAT

Echoes of the Haitian Revolution, 1804-2004
Munro, Martin 972.94 ECHOES

'I want to disturb my neighbour' : Lectures on Slavery, Emancipation and Postcolonial Jamaica
Shepherd, Verene 326.97292 SHEPHERD

Reinterpreting the Haitian Revolution and its Cultural Aftershocks
Munro, Martin 972.94 REINTERPRETING

Paradise lost: Haiti's Tumultuous Journey from Pearl of the Caribbean to Third World Hot Spot
Girard, Philippe R. 972.94 GIRARD

Slavery and the French and Haitian revolutionists = L'attitude de la France à l'égard de l'esclavage Pendant la Révolution
Cooper, Anna J. (Anna Julia) 972.9403 COOPER

Suggested Search and Key Terms:
- Self-liberating slaves
- Toussaint L'Ouverture
- Haiti AND revolution
- Afro-Caribbean
- Mulattoes AND Haiti
- Code Noir AND Haiti
- French Colonial Empire AND Haitian Slavery
- Free people of color AND Haiti Revolution
- Free Black/Negro AND Haiti 1791-1804

How to Use Booleans:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AND</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>NOT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>puppy</td>
<td>kitten</td>
<td>puppy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both terms</td>
<td>Either term</td>
<td>Just one term</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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